
Intent-based leadership 
Obstacles preventing intent-based leadership and how to deal with them 

Headlines from Breakout groups- Italicised comments from Bob Reeves 

Obstacles 
-Existing culture- organisational, societal, traditional 
-Difficult to balance history with progress! 
-Traditional ‘dictator’ leadership. Unlikely to change 
-Fear of change, due to traditions, established culture 
-Fear of failure 
-Lack of patience 
-Egos 
-Mindset 
-Listening skills/communication 
-Finance 
-Individual credibility, especially that of coaches  
-Difficult for a coach/leader to lead properly because time constraints and expectations to win make    
it harder to trust followers/process 
-Shortage of talent and resources 
-Conflict of intent within group 
-Not knowing what to change first 
-Ethics and morality 
-Dissatisfaction, leading to resistance 
-Wrongful assumptions re the ability of a team/group 

 

Dealing with obstacles 
-Encourage leaders to take an active interest in what people are doing. Get to know them. Listen 
-Chairman should take a much more active role than is usual. Management by wandering around. 
-Issues re Government organisations, where cultural shift is needed. Organisations should stand up 
to government and put forward their own vision. It is too top-down at present. Are most 
organisations like this? 
-Player ownership is widespread on sports teams, but not in sports organisations. Is it really? 
-Being comfortable with the uncomfortable Challenge people reasonably. Reward good responses 
-Create a vision to inspire all people in the organisation. (Is execution more of an obstacle than 
creating a vision?) It might help if people share in the creation of the vision 
-Vision should not be complicated. Difference between vision of the destination and vision of the 
journey 
-Come up with your own ideas Encourage others to do the same. Share them 
-Create a mindset of constant improvement. Be willing to exploring something new 
-Groups don’t deal with divergent people well. Need to make them feel valued and included. 
Involve less obvious people in planning/discussions 
-Leaders need to understand the motivation of the followers. How? 
-Be willing to put your job on the line in order to properly develop a team 
-Establish MEANINGFUL empowerment 
-Empower but remain in control. Careful not to let it seem like traditional control. Don’t want ‘I 
empower you to do what I tell you’! 
-Make yourself redundant 
-Problems in letting go. Three ‘C’s’ are needed- confidence, competence, courage. 
-Provide suitable opportunities for leader/coach development 
-Need for education re Intent-based leadership 


